
                        Jesus Delivers a Possessed Son                                     
        5/16/21 (Matthew 17:9-20)  

I. _______________ About __________ and _________ - v.9-13  

v.9 - Like in Matthew 16:20, this strange command was meant to    
squelch _______________ attempts to __________ Jesus a 
__________. Jesus let nothing ___________ His ___________.  

v.11-13 - Jesus says ____________ is _____________, and yet           
has ______________________. How? It seems that John was a 
_____________ fulfillment of _______________ prophecy.            
(Malachi 4:5-6; Luke 1:17; John 1:21; Matthew 11:13-14)  

The ____________-figure __________ preceded Jesus as 
______________, and Elijah ____________ will precede Jesus              
as the Final ___________ and Visible ___________.  

II. Jesus ___________ a _____________ __________ - v.14-18  

Verse 18 is clear that this son’s condition is directly tied to a 
_____________. When the ____________ is ______________             
the __________ is ______________ instantly.  

Scripture narratives often teach truth _____________. Verses            
14-15 illustrate 4 important qualities of effective __________:  

● He __________ to the __________ for his __________                         

● He was _________________ 

● He _______________ with ______________ 

● His _______________ was _______________  

Of Jesus’ disciples in v.16 MacArthur writes “The explanation for          
their failure is . . . they failed to ________________ the       
____________ __________________ to them.”  

Jesus’ “How long...?” in v.17 sounds like righteous 
___________________ and shows that ______________ and 
________________ actually ___________ the Lord.  

III. The _______________ Element of _____________ - v.19-20  

v.19-20 - “It seems that the _____________ to __________ out 
_____________ is not ____________ on its own; ___________               
is also ________________.” - France  

Whether speaking of _____________ itself, spiritual ________            
after we are saved, or ______________ prayer, the key to our         
having them is God’s __________ and our __________. Of those            
2 _______________ elements, the _________ and most   
______________ is God’s ___________. Human ___________ is 
________________ apart from God’s ____________. Yet, Scripture 
repeatedly teaches that God _____________ that we have      
__________ to be able to receive His ________ grace.  

v.20 - Jesus gives a dual ___________: _____________ makes us 
___________; but ____________ makes us ____________.  

v.20 - ________________ of __________ was not a _________  
condition Jesus was simply ________________ them of; it was an 
ongoing _______________ He was ____________ of. 
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